
Information Security by NICT and the Government of Japan - Hiroyuki HISHINUMA
Speaker: Mr. Hiroyuki HISHINUMA is currently Director of Europe Center, National
Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT), which is a
research institute of ICT in Japan. Before he came to NICT, Mr. Hishinuma worked in
the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC), the Government of Japan,
dealing with telecommunications policy.

1. Information Security Policy by the Government of Japan (MIC: Ministry of
Internal Affairs and Communications)

MIC has developed an information security policy consisting of four aspects;
network, individuals, technology and international partnership & collaboration.

As a solution to fight against cyber attacks, MIC started a new project based on
international collaboration in this April. The project aims at gathering research institutes,
ISPs and other experts, and the project establishes an information-analysis and -sharing
system that utilizes cyber-threat data, gathered through various sources.

MIC wants to implement various effective activities with collaborating partners,
including information exchange, joint R&D, etc., on various levels, such as the
government, research institute and operational level. MIC hopes other countries to be a
collaborating partner.

2. R&D on Cybersecurity by NICT (NICT: National Institute of Information and
Communications Technology)

NICT researches and develops “nicter”, that is Network Incident analysis Center for
Tactical Emergency Response. “nicter” is the largest network monitoring system in
Japan. In the nicter, Macro analysis System is a darknet monitoring and analysis system.
Micro analysis System is a fully automated and isolated malware analysis. Network and
malware enchaining system binds phenomena (or attacks) and root cause (or malwares).
Then candidates of infecting malware can be listed.

Among the Macro analysis System in ”nicter”, Mr. Hishinuma demonstrates
geographical traffic visualization, which shows geographical positions of a packet’s
source and destination from the IP addresses in real time.

NICT is conducting Research and Development to investigate practical
Cybersecurity technologies. NICT still needs new frameworks to monitor, analyze and
respond the emerging threats. International collaboration is crucial for Cybersecurity field.

3. Discussion
Mr. Hishinuma was asked whether MIC has already started cooperation with other

countries on the new project. Mr. Hishinuma answered that discussions for collaboration
with EU, France, U.K., and ASEAN countries are going on. His colleague in NICT has
just visited South Korea to collaborate with this in the last week.


